ABSTRACT Big data have the characteristics of volume and variety, which causes huge storage and communication overhead. The traditional encryption system has a high computational complexity and cannot effectively implement the secure storage for the big data. In order to solve these problems, a big data secure storage scheme based on compressed sensing (CS-BDCSS) is proposed. First, the primary encryption of plaintext data is realized by the Data Combined Crossover Random Permutation method, and then, the security-enhanced CS is used to compress and re-encrypt the data to reduce the space overhead and achieve secure storage. Aiming at the problem that the key matrix of the traditional CS algorithm is vulnerable to attack, a Hierarchical Security Key Matrix Generation Scheme is proposed; by expanding the secret key space, the hierarchical security protection for sensitive data of different levels is realized. The concept of pseudo-homomorphism encryption is proposed, and the computation based on ciphertext is realized by using the pseudo-homomorphism encryption, which can improve the efficiency of the data analysis on the basis of security. An adaptive secret key-updating mechanism is designed to automatically update the key in CS-BDCSS system so as to avoid the security risk caused by the repeated use of the same key. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme can achieve efficient data compression and secure encryption storage.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the development of technologies such as artificial intelligence, mobile intelligent terminals and wireless Internet, sensor networks, car networking and other Internet of Things technologies are more mature, larger in scale, and more widely used, resulting in a sharp expansion of data scale and the birth of big data. At the same time, because of the great value, data act on science and technology, and then stimulate the birth of new technology. Under this interaction, data and technology are increasing iteratively, and data science has become a new scientific paradigm.
Big data brings great challenges to data processing and data security. On the one hand, the huge data scale in the data transmission, data storage, data analysis and other stages caused a huge amount of time and space overhead, new technical means and computing framework are needed to improve performance. On the other hand, the excessive mining of data, unauthorized use, illegal transactions and other irregularities are on the rise, resulting in a serious threat to data security and user privacy; the traditional encryption system has high security, but with the increase of the volume of data, the computing cost will increase sharply, and the difficulty of key management will also increase, which cannot be directly applied to big data encryption. Therefore, under the background of big data, it is necessary to take new security technical measures to strengthen the protection of user privacy and data security.
In order to meet the above challenges, a feasible solution is to maximize the compression of big data, remove the redundant data to enhance the value density, and realize the encrypted storage of the data in the process of compression. At the same time, in the application phase, the computation based on ciphertext and conditional plaintext recovery can be realized, and the purpose of security protection such as privacy, data confidentiality, integrity, validity and so on can be achieved.
In recent years, Compressed Sensing (CS) [1] , [2] technology has been widely used in data collection, signal processing and other fields. CS has the advantage of lower sampling frequency than Nyquist, can achieve sparse sampling or compression of signal, and the original signal can be reconstructed with high probability by solving the problem of linear programming. From the perspective of cryptography, the CS implementation architecture can be considered as a symmetric (private key) encryption system [3] , in which the measurement matrix can be understood as a key, the compression and measurement are encryption processes, and the signal reconstruction is considered as the decryption process. Symmetric encryption has the advantage of fast encryption and decryption speed, and can realize big data's encryption and decryption more efficiently. From the above two advantages, using the CS technology can simultaneously compress and encrypt big data. However, studies [4] show that traditional CS cannot achieve perfect confidentiality [5] . Under the certain circumstances, cryptosystem is vulnerable to attacks. Therefore, how to improve the security of CS becomes a key issue that must be solved if it can be successfully applied to big data compression and encryption storage.
This paper aims to study the CS-based big data compression and encryption storage, propose a secure storage architecture model, focus on the CS encryption system and existing security issues, propose an improved securityenhanced scheme for CS. This paper studies the privacy protection of users and proposes a homomorphic encryption scheme based on improved CS to realize big data analysis on the basis of ciphertext. The structure of this paper is as follows: the second part, it will give the analysis and research on the data compression and encryption based on CS; the third part, it will introduce the relevant theory and background knowledge of CS; the fourth part, giving the big data security storage system model based on CS; the fifth part, analyzing the security of the model, putting forward the security enhancement scheme to improve the CS; the sixth part, describing and analyzing the key algorithm; the seventh part is the simulation experiments of the proposed solution, and in the last part we will summarize the research work of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
CS has the dual properties of data compression and data encryption, and it is easy to be applied with low computational overhead. With these advantages, in recent years, CS-based security research has become a hot spot, and has been researched and applied in data collection [6] - [11] , transmission [12] - [14] , storage [15] , [16] and other data processing.
Wireless network is an important source of big data, through large-scale intelligent terminals and sensor devices, wireless networks can collect and aggregate massive data in a short time. However, due to the correlation between terminals in time or space, a large number of redundant data are collected, which causes huge data transmission and storage overhead. Moreover, it brings unnecessary energy consumption to the original data acquisition equipment with limited energy, and greatly reduces the network life. At the same time, in the process of data collection, data is easily hijacked, tampered and replayed by attackers, which brings great security risks to the subsequent big data analysis. In order to solve these problems, researchers have done a lot of innovative research based on CS. Literature [6] proposed a Chaotic Compressed Sensing model based on chaos sequence and CS, and applied it to distributed data acquisition in wireless sensor networks, which reduced the energy consumption of the sensor and improved the data transmission efficiency. It can successfully defend against typical attacks such as counterfeiting, hijacking, jamming, and replay. Starting from eliminating redundant data, the literature [7] proposed big data collection architecture based on CS, which reduced the number of data transmissions and the total amount of data collection, thereby reducing network energy consumption and improving data quality. In order to protect multimedia big data privacy and achieve efficient data aggregation of wireless sensor networks, the literature [8] proposed a wireless sensor network data aggregation method based on distributed compressed sensing with privacy protection. The method divides the measurement data of the data collection node into a common part and a new part through clustering and correlation calculation, avoids repeated data collection, realizes joint data reconstruction in the data aggregation nodes, and effectively reduces communication overhead, and achieves privacy protection under low computational complexity. Literatures [9] and [10] combine CS and homomorphic encryption to propose a secure data collection scheme. This scheme uses homomorphic encryption to re-encrypt the measurement data obtained by CS to achieve ciphertext calculation, achieving the purpose of privacy protection. Although it can effectively deal with known plaintext attacks and select plaintext attacks, the two ignore the CS encryption feature, and the introduced homomorphic encryption increases the system overhead. In literature [11] , a cloud-aided security data acquisition system based on CS is designed, in which sparse random noise is introduced into the system, and the measured data obtained by CS is noised. In the cloud, the noised data can be reconstructed and stored directly without interacting with the user. The user can obtain the original data through key, thus enhancing the security of the data and reducing the communication overhead. The disadvantage lies in the fact that the key storage space and the management difficulty will be increased by using the method of one secret at a time.
In order to solve the problems of hijack, replay and other attacks during data transmission, and network congestion caused by big data transmission, researchers have also done some researches on the secure and efficient data transmission. Li and Wang [12] designed a secure data transmission scheme based on CS. Firstly, the sender adds the same dimension random numbers to the original data, the noised data is sent to the receiver, and the receiver completes the data sampling and reconstruction after obtaining the key. The advantage of this approach is that the main computing work is done by the receiver, which reduces the computing cost of the sender and can ensure the data transmission security to a certain extent, but the disadvantage is that the transmission overhead cannot be reduced. In order to ensure that the data transmission process does not occur privacy leakage, and effectively prevent data pollution attacks, literature [13] proposed a secure network coding scheme with privacy protection based on CS. This scheme uses CS to realize data compression and coding. To some extent, privacy protection and anti-pollution attack are realized, and the transmission efficiency of the network is improved, but the security of CS itself is not considered, so it cannot prevent the attack against CS. Kulkarni et al. [14] believe that the computational overhead of big data processing mainly comes from data transmission. To reduce the overhead, the researchers proposed big data processing acceleration architecture based on CS-assisted hardware devices, which uses CS to implement compressed transmission of data. The transmission overhead is reduced, and parallel data reconstruction is realized by using hardware devices, which greatly improves the reconstruction efficiency; however, the disadvantage is that security is not considered.
From the literatures, there is not much research work on CS-based big data secure storage. The focus of the researches is mainly on the use of CS to achieve data compression and efficient reconstruction, and the research on its cryptographic function in data security storage is not deep. Zhang et al. [15] believe that big data analysis does not have to obtain accurate values, only need to obtain approximate results, so it has a certain degree of target leniency. With this leniency, they designed a distributed big data storage architecture based on CS, realized the compressed storage of big data, and realized part of statistical query analysis by data reconstruction algorithm. Hu et al. [16] proposed a privacy-protected outsourced image cloud storage solution based on CS. They use CS to compress image data and outsource cloud storage, and focus on efficient data reconstruction in the cloud, while using other authorization mechanisms to achieve privacy protection for users.
From the perspective of cryptography, traditional CS can't achieve perfect encryption in the field of information theory [4] , [5] . Therefore, CS security analysis and improved research have become hot topics in recent years. Literature [17] pointed out that through the prior sparse knowledge of plaintext, an attacker can obtain certain key information from ciphertext; and analyzed the correlation between plaintext and ciphertext, ciphertext and key from the perspective of information theory. Thus, two important conclusions are drawn: (1) CS can achieve perfect encryption when the encryption is performed once and the plaintext volume tends to infinity; (2) if the key (measurement matrix) is used repeatedly, and the plaintext Independent of each other, the attacker has a high probability of obtaining the key and plaintext. Literature [18] also analyzed the effect of one-time encryption and key reuse on the CS security, and proposed two security models: counting model [19] and self-synchronization model, which realized the parallel processing and self-synchronization of encryption and decryption process, respectively. The most direct way to enhance the security of CS is to avoid the repeated use of the measurement matrix and construct the random measurement matrix to realize one-time encryption. In literature [20] , a multilevel encryption scheme for CS is proposed, in which the Bernoulli random matrix is used to construct the multilevel measurement matrix, and the encryption result is equivalent to adding random noise to the measured value. For the data recovery side, only those who are located at the advanced level can obtain the complete measurement matrix and can fully recover the data, while the lower level can only obtain the noised measurement matrix so that the recovered data is also the result of the added noise. The lower the level, the greater the noise content of the recovered data, which enhances the security of the data step by step. The literature [21] also started from the perspective of constructing a random measurement matrix to enhance the security of CS. Unlike the construction method of [20] , the literature [21] made full use of the elementary transformation of the matrix does not affect the independent and identical distribution of elements of the original matrix, and constructed three matrix generators to implement a series of transformation operations such as row permutation, column permutation, row multiplication, column multiplication, and several row and row summation operations to generate a new measurement matrix. This increased the randomness of the measurement matrix generation, and enhanced the security of the key and plaintext; at the same time, in the process of encryption and decryption, the communication parties only needed to exchange a small number of master keys without exchanging the entire measurement matrix, thereby reducing the key storage space and improving communication efficiency. In literature [22] , parallel compression sensing was introduced to process two-dimensional signals, which improved the efficiency of traditional CS. In order to solve the problem of low security of traditional CS, a random permutation matrix model was proposed to generate the random measurement matrix, which increased the key space and achieved the purpose of one time and one density, thus improving the security of CS. Literature [23] utilized the property of stream cipher to generate pseudorandom sequences to construct random measurement matrix, which enhanced security and reduced computational overhead.
From the related research work, at present, CS can efficiently compress data, which has formed a basic consensus, the main controversy and research focus is the security of CS encryption scheme. Based on the existing research work, this paper proposes an improved CS encryption scheme, introduces and analyzes the implementation process in detail, and verifies the effectiveness and performance of the scheme through simulation experiments.
III. RELATED BASIC THEORY A. COMPRESSED SENSING
CS is a new signal sampling technique, which utilizes the sparse characteristic of the signal to obtain the measurement signal with a much smaller scale than the original signal, and the sampling frequency is far lower than the Nyquist sampling frequency. The core theory of CS consists of two parts: one is sampling (Compressed) process; the other is signal reconstruction (Sensing) process. The basic algorithm is described as follows:
Let x ∈ R n be k sparse signal (including k non-zero terms, k n), ∈ R m×n is the measurement matrix, and the sampling process can be described as:
y ∈ R m is the sampling result and is called the measured value. After the measured values are obtained, the signal can be reconstructed by solving the linear programming problem. Commonly used methods include the l 1 norm optimization algorithm and the matching pursuit algorithm. The l 1 optimization algorithm is defined as follows:
When the signal x is not a sparse signal, we can obtain the sparse signal s ∈ R n in other domains by sparse transform. The common transforms are Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT). At then there is:
where, ∈ R n×n is called sparse orthogonal basis, and s ∈ R n is k sparse signal. From ''(1)'', the measurement signal can be expressed as:
To reconstruct the signal, the measurement matrix ∈ R m×n must satisfy the Restricted Isometric Property (RIP):
where, δ k ∈ (0, 1).
B. CRYPTOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPRESSED SENSING
From the perspective of cryptography, CS can be understood as a symmetric encryption scheme, which consists of three main processes: key initialization, encryption and decryption.
Step 1 (Key Initialization): Given the data x ∈ R n of length n, the sparse basis matrix ∈ R n×n (discrete cosine transform basis, fast Fourier transform basis, discrete wavelet transform basis and redundant dictionary) is constructed according to n, and the measurement matrix ∈ R m×n (random Gauss matrix or random Bernoulli matrix) is constructed according to the sparse degree k and the restriction condition m ≥ C k log n k (C is a small constant). Then the key is generated as: key = ( , ).
Step 2 (Encryption): For the given plaintext data x and the key = ( , ), s = x and y = s are calculated, and the ciphertext data y is obtained.
Step 3 (Decryption): Given key = ( , ) and ciphertext data y,ŝ = arg min s 1 s.t. y = s andx = ŝ are calculated, and the best approximation valuex of the original plaintext data x is obtained.
IV. SYSTEM MODEL A. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 1) FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
The biggest characteristics of big data are Volume, Variety, and Velocity, so the system is required to efficiently process a variety of data.
For Volume and Velocity characteristics, the CS model has obvious advantages. CS is better than Nyquist sampling, can reconstruct the original data efficiently with less data, and can achieve effective compression of big data. From ''(1)'', CS compression process is a linear computing model with low computational complexity can achieve fast and efficient data compression.
The input data of CS model is a column vector. For big data including structured data (such as relational databases) and unstructured data (such as images and texts), CS model cannot be directly applied. It is necessary to pre-process data to meet the needs of model calculation.
Data reconstruction is an important process of CS model. Comparing with the linear computation of compressed sampling process, the computation of data reconstruction process is relatively complex. For users with limited computing resources, it is unbearable to bear the computational cost of reconstructing data. Therefore, the data reconstruction process should be completed by data collectors.
2) THE SECURITY ANALYSIS OF CS
In practical applications, CS cannot achieve perfect encryption and is vulnerable to KPA (Known Plaintext Attack) and CPA (Chosen Plaintext Attack).
From ''(1)'', the encryption of CS is a linear computation process. Set plaintext data S = {s 1 ,
To convert ''(6)'' into a linear equation, there are:
It can be seen from ''(1)'' and ''(7)'' that m linear equations can be obtained for each encryption calculation. According to the structure of the linear equations solution, for with VOLUME 7, 2019 m × n unknown variables, has infinite solutions due to m ≤ m × n. Therefore, when is used only once, and n → ∞, cracking the key phi is computationally impossible. According to the measurement matrix must satisfy RIP, it can be seen from ''(5)'' that the measured signal energy s 2 2 is very close to the original signal energy s 2 2 , that is, the energy of the measured signal mapped by the original signal of different energy is different after ''(1)'', and the measured signal cannot hide the original signal energy. This shows that when the same key is used repeatedly to encrypt the same plaintext data, the ciphertext obtained each time is the same, that is, the attacker can easily distinguish the corresponding plaintext from the obtained plaintext and ciphertext, thus obtaining the plaintext-ciphertext pair (s i , y i ). Combined with the analysis results of ''(7)'', when enough such pairs are obtained, the attacker can successfully launch KPA. Similarly, it can be concluded that when an attacker can normally use CS encryption, it is easy to initiate CPA and obtain the key , when the same key is repeatedly used, and then crack the intercepted ciphertext to obtain plaintext.
3) OTHER SECURITY ANALYSIS
In traditional big data or cloud computing applications, data owners are separated from data collectors, and data owners lose absolute control over data. In order to ensure data confidentiality, the data owner must encrypt the data, the encrypted data is collected and stored by the data collector, and the data collector is responsible for key management. However, data collectors cannot be fully trusted. In the process of data storage, internal attacks are likely to occur, resulting in key loss or theft, leading to sensitive data and privacy disclosure. Therefore, there is a great security risk for data collectors to manage the keys.
B. THE DESIGN GOAL
According to the requirement analysis, CS has the advantages of data compression and low computational complexity, but the security of encryption mechanism is not high. Therefore, the main goal of the system design is to enhance security and defend against typical attacks without increasing the computational complexity as much as possible.
1) DATA PREPROCESSING MECHANISM
By means of classification, partitioning, clustering, transformation and so on, the multi-source heterogeneous data can be classified and partitioned into CS readable vector data.
2) DISTRIBUTED DATA COMPRESSION MECHANISM
Build a distributed big data compression and encryption architecture that can perform data compression, encryption and transmission in parallel to improve system performance.
3) KEY UPDATE MECHANISM
From the theoretical analysis, the design of one-time encryption mechanism is an ideal choice to enhance the security of CS. However, in big data applications, the amount of data is huge and communication is frequent, one-time encryption may cause network congestion and huge key storage overhead. At the same time, real-time key distribution is very difficult, and it is almost impossible to achieve one-time encryption in real sense. Therefore, it is necessary to design an appropriate mechanism to update the key.
In CS encryption mechanism, the measurement matrix which acts as the key is usually a large matrix, and direct sharing of the large matrix will result in large communication overhead. Therefore, an appropriate key generation algorithm can be designed. Only small primary key or seed can be shared by both sides of the communication, and the final key can be obtained through the key generation algorithm, thus reducing the communication overhead.
4) CIPHERTEXT CALCULATION ANALYSIS MECHANISM
The data collector cannot be completely trusted, and direct decryption is not allowed to obtain plaintext data. Therefore, ciphertext calculation can be implemented after CS encryption is required.
5) THE LOAD BALANCE OF CALCULATION
Data reconstruction algorithm has high computational complexity. Therefore, the main computational work of decryption process is done by data collectors (only the disturbed data can be recovered), and the core step of plaintext recovery with relatively low computational cost is performed by authorized users.
C. SYSEM MODEL
This paper proposes a CS-based big data compressed security storage system, which is called CS-BDCSS. The system mainly consists of five parts, including data preprocessing, data compression and encryption, key distribution, data security storage and data service. The corresponding data subjects include trusted third party, key management center, data collector, data user and so on, as shown in Fig. 1 .
In the related research work [6] , [9] - [11] , [13] , [16] , data encryption process is completed by data owner or sensor node, and in the context of big data, data owner or sensor node exists in huge amount, and the types of data that are mastered or generated vary. Therefore, the methods mentioned in these work only apply to specific types of data in a specific scenario, and are not universal; and for the key management center, distributing, updating, and revoking key to a large number of users will cause huge time and space overhead. Different from above related research work, CS-BDCSS enhances versatility and reduces key management overhead through trusted third parties. Trusted third parties have powerful data processing functions, which can perform data preprocessing such as classification, clustering, and conversion, as well as data encryption and transmission.
The key management center is responsible for the generation, distribution and update of the master key or seed. Trusted third parties and data users obtain the master key or seed from the key management center and generate the corresponding key.
The data recovery of CS-BDCSS is mainly done by data collector. The system assumes that the data collector is semitrusted and can strictly follow the protocol, but it may peek into user privacy or leak data out of curiosity or internal management vulnerabilities. Therefore, data collectors can only recover the data after noise. When data users apply for data, the data collector sends the restored noisy data to the user, and the user can decrypt and obtain the plaintext data with his key.
D. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
System input: multi-source heterogeneous big data; system output: compressed encrypted data. As shown in Figure 1 , the system functions are completed by four main processes:
Step 1 (Data Preprocessing): After receiving a data encryption storage request from a large number of users, the TTP (Trusted Third Party) converts the heterogeneous large data into vector data according to CS model through data processing technologies such as classification, clustering and transformation, and completes the combination of vector data (with the same length).
Step 2 (Master Key Generation and Configuration): The KMC (Key Management Center) configures the encryption strength based on user requests, generates a master key, and distributes the master key upon request.
Step 3 (Data Compressed Encryption): TTP sends encryption level and master key application to KMC. After obtaining the corresponding master key, TTP triggers the key generator to generate the key (security measurement matrix), and executes CS compressed encryption to send the compressed ciphertext data (measurement value) to the data collector.
Step 4 (Data Services): The DC (Data Collector) is responsible for storing encrypted data and providing data services to DU (Data User). When DC receives the data request from DU, it uses the corresponding master key distributed by KMC to get the decryption key through the key generator, executes the data reconstruction algorithm, and sends the noisy data to DU. DU obtains the noisy data and decrypts the plaintext data through the key distributed by KMC. 
V. THE SECURITY DESIGN OF CS-BDCSS
The analysis shows that CS encryption scheme has some weaknesses and is vulnerable to attack. It is necessary to strengthen the security of CS before it can be applied in practice. From ''(1)'', the CS encryption process includes three elements: sparse data x, measurement matrix and measurement data y, all of which have an impact on security. In this paper, we will design security solutions for these three elements, and design an adaptive key update mechanism.
A. ENHANCED SECURITY DESIGN FOR x
In order to improve security, it is necessary to deal with data x before it is measured. There are two effective methods: random permutation and noise addition. Among them, adding noise method has higher requirements for the construction of noise, ordinary random noise obviously cannot meet the needs, because simply adding random noise may make the data become no longer sparse and not meet the preconditions of CS. Random permutation method only changes the location of data elements, but does not change the sparse nature. Therefore, this paper adopts random permutation method.
From the analysis above, we can see that the security of CS is affected by the length of data in the case of one-time encryption, and the longer the length, the higher the security. At the same time, the encryption of the combined data is more conducive to reducing the number of encryption and key storage space than the independent encryption of single data. Inspired by these two points, this paper proposes a DCCRP (Data Combined Crossover Random Permutation) method. The main process is divided into three steps: data combination, cross permutation and inverse transformation, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Step 1 (Data Combination): Firstly, TTP divides the equallength data into different classifications according to the data length, and then chooses a suitable amount of data in each class to combine the data into a data matrix. Assuming that there are several sparse data in a classification, select I of them: x i (i = 1, 2, · · · , I ) to combine, as shown in Fig. 2 .
The data are combined to obtain the data matrix X ∈ R I ×J shown in Fig. 2 .
Step 2 (Cross Permutation): After the data matrix X is generated, random permutation operation is performed on the matrix:
where, P R ∈ R I ×I and P C ∈ R J ×J are row and column reversible random permutation matrices, respectively. A new data matrixX ∈ R I ×J is obtained after random permutation.
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Step 3 (Inverse Transformation): After cross permutation, TTP reverses the data matrixX , expands it into K = I i=1 k i sparse column vector X ∈ R N s.t. N = I × J by row, and performs subsequent operations.
B. ENHANCED SECURITY DESIGN FOR
The security-available key matrix should satisfy the following conditions:
Do not leak additional information. In order to decrypt ciphertext successfully, the key matrix must satisfy RIP. However, from ''(5)'', the RIP makes ciphertext leak the energy information of plaintext after it is encrypted by matrix . Therefore, must be processed before encryption to eliminate leaks.
The key space is sufficient. A secure encryption system requires sufficient key space to resist brute force attacks. Therefore, it is required that the key matrix can be generated randomly, and the generated key matrix set O(∀ ∈ O) should be large enough. Referring to the AES algorithm, the shortest key length is 128 bits, so we let the secure key space satisfy |O| ≥ 2 128 . Where |O| represents the size of the key matrix set O.
Key management is convenient. Direct storage and transfer of key matrix will cause huge space and time overhead. Therefore, only storing and transferring key seeds and generating key matrix from key seeds are effective solutions to reduce overhead. At the same time, in the context of big data, the amount of data is huge and the communication is frequent, and the real one-time encryption is difficult to implement. So it is necessary to establish a key seed periodic update mechanism to enhance the security of key and data.
Based on the above considerations, we can do the following security enhancement design for the key matrix .
1) ELIMINATE INFORMATION LEAKAGE
Dividing the key matrix element by the signal energy before performing the encryption, which is equivalent to normalizing the signal vector (y
). There are two advantages in this way: on the one hand, the energy difference of ciphertext is small, which ensures that ciphertext is not easy to distinguish; on the other hand, because the key matrix elements are transformed in each encryption, the key matrix used in each encryption is basically different, so as to achieve one-time encryption as far as possible.
2) CONSTRUCT RANDOM KEY MATRIX
The randomness of the key matrix can be achieved by pseudorandom sequence. Logistic chaotic map is sensitive to initial value and has good random distribution characteristic [24] . In this paper, we choose the Logistic chaotic map to construct the random Bernoulli key matrix. The equation for Logistic mapping is: where c (τ ) ∈ (0, 1), τ ∈ N is the sequence length or the number of iterations. w ∈ (0, 4] is the system parameter. When 3.5699456 < w ≤ 4, the sequence generated by ''(9)'' can enter the chaotic state. The sequence elements generated directly by using ''(9)'' are non-uniformly distributed and appear densely distributed around 0 and 1, as shown in Fig. 3 , which does not conform to RIP. Since the densely distributed points are close to 0 and 1, the uniform distribution sequence can be obtained by inverse cosine and inverse sine transformations. The transformation process is as follows:
By using ''(9)'' and ''(10)'', after given c (1) and the number of iterations τ (τ is large enough), a uniform distribution as shown in Fig. 4 can be obtained.
A sequence of length T is intercepted backwards from the starting index b and set to C(T ) = {c (1), c (2), · · · 
and then the random Bernoulli key matrix is obtained by mapping formula (11) .
where
is the key seed, and m, n can be regarded as key generating parameters. c (1) can take values in the range of (0, 1), but the study [26] found that, when the initial value c (1) and the parameter w satisfy the condition of c (1)× w = 1 or c (1) × w = w − 1, the generated sequence has infinite fixed points and cannot generate random sequence, so the value of c (1) should avoid the above situation. Logistic mapping is sensitive, different values generate different key matrices. By controlling the range of values, the size of key space can be determined. For example, according to the value of interval 0.000015 in the range of (0, 1), 2 16 size key space can be obtained.
3) DESIGN LEVEL OPTIONAL SECURITY KEY MATRIX
In theory, any size of key space can be obtained by Logistic mapping; but when the interval between initial values is very small, because of the accuracy, different initial values will be considered as the same value by the processor, which leads to the reduction of randomness of the key matrix and cannot meet the needs of large enough key space. At the same time, because it is difficult to achieve one-time encryption, once the key seeds are lost in single-key encryption mechanism, the data security will be directly threatened. Therefore, the design of multi-key encryption mechanism cannot only increase the key space, but also resist the security risk caused by single key loss.
Research [25] shows that five kinds of elementary transformations (row exchange, row multiplication, row addition, column exchange, column multiplication) on the matrix can make the transformed matrix still satisfy RIP. Literature [19] makes use of this feature to study the scheme of generating security matrix. Through a series of elementary transformations of key matrix, the key space is greatly expanded, and the encryption strength of CS is enhanced. Based on the research in [19] and [25] , this paper proposes a HSKMGS (Hierarchical Security Key Matrix Generation Scheme). For data sensitivity or density, HSKMGS is designed with four security levels. As shown in Table 1 , the higher the security level, the larger the number of keys used and the larger the key space.
In Table 1 , S r ∈ R m×m and S c ∈ R n×n are random permutation matrices, which realize row exchange and column exchange of key matrix respectively; C r ∈ R m×m and C c ∈ R n×n are diagonal matrices and diagonal elements are non-zero coefficients, which realize row multiplication and column multiplication of matrix respectively; A P ∈ R m×m is invertible square matrix, which implements P times row addition transformation of matrix . The key matrix generation process is shown in Figure 5 .
Matrix and transformation matrix are implemented by four matrix generators, in which matrix is generated by Gen1 through ''(9) (10) (11)''; three transformation matrices are generated by Gen2, Gen3 and Gen4 respectively, and the same type of transformation matrix is generated by the same key seed. Let the key matrix generated by the transformation beˆ , key space expanding with the security level step by step. Taking ''intermediate'' as an example, suppose the key matrix isˆ = S r S c , and the key space of the matrix is 2 16 . Since the matrix S r and S c are random permutation matrices, all possible matrix sets are |S r | = m! and |S c | = n!, respectively, then ˆ = 2 16 × m! × n!. Let m = 50, n = 100, VOLUME 7, 2019 and the key space ofˆ is 2 16 × 2.8384 × 10 +222 ≈ 2 755 2 128 , which can provide sufficient security protection.
C. ENHANCED SECURITY DESIGN FOR y
The ciphertext data y is stored by the DC, and the DC can obtain the plaintext data after obtaining the key, but an internal attack is likely to occur at this time. Therefore, without affecting the basic application of data (such as statistical analysis), unless the DC is absolutely trusted, full decryption is not allowed to obtain plaintext, that is, only the DC is allowed to operate on the ciphertext. Homomorphic encryption can meet the above requirements, but the problems are: The existing homomorphic encryption algorithm is mostly public key cryptosystem, not suitable for big data encryption calculation; CS encryption algorithm is linear calculation, when the key matrix is different, It does not have homomorphism. In order to solve the problem and realize the ciphertext calculation based on CS encryption, this paper proposes a pseudo homomorphic encryption solution.
Definition (PHE (Pseudo Homomorphic Encryption)):
Let a and b be two plaintext data, En() and Dec() are encryption operation and decryption operation respectively, symbols ⊕ and ⊗ respectively represent operations on plaintext and ciphertext fields, and k p , k s are primary key and secondary key respectively; If the following conditions are met:
Then the above encryption is called Pseudo Homomorphic Encryption.
According to the enhanced security design process for x and described above, the encryption process of the CS-BDCSS is:
where −−−−− P R XP C = P R XP C → X represents the conversion of the matrix generated by the encryption process P R XP C into the column vector X , and En CS−BDCSS is PHE.
Proof: According to ''(12)'' and '' (13)'', let X a ∈ R I ×J and X b ∈ R I ×J be two plaintext data,
Step 1: From the process of DCCRP, we can get:
Step 2: Using key k pa and k pb to decrypt ciphertext C X a and C X b to get ciphertext C X a and C X b , then:
where, −−−−− P R X a P C and −−−−− P R X b P C are the best approximation values of −−−−− P R X a P C and −−−−− P R X b P C , respectively.
Step 3: Let
since the same key k s = (P R , P C ) is used, there is:
Step 4: Calculate Dec k pa C X a + Dec k pb C X b , we can get:
Step 5: where,X a andX b are the best approximation values of X a and X b , respectively, thus:
By using the pseudo-homomorphism property of En CS−BDCSS , we can realize the statistical calculation such as the data sum, expectation and variance based on ciphertext under the premise of incomplete decryption of ciphertext, which can resist internal attacks, reduce the computation cost, and improve the security and efficiency of algorithm.
D. ADAPTIVE KEY UPDATE MECHANISM
When the key matrix is reused M times, it can be expressed as follows:
where F ∈ R n×M is the matrix which has M plaintext data with length n, B ∈ R m×M is the output ciphertext matrix. Studies [17] and [27] show that if , F meet the following conditions:
• Any m × m dimensional submatrix in is a nonsingular matrix.
• Each column in F contains at most m − 1 non-zero elements;
• At least m column vectors can be found in F, so that the first n − m + 1 elements of each vector are zero and the remaining m − 1 rows are linearly independent. In this case, and F can be separated from ciphertext B successfully using blind source separation technique.
Due to the sparsity of plaintext data and the independent and identical distribution of key matrix, it is obvious that and F satisfy the first two conditions. Literature [17] points out that with the increase of the number of reuses of key matrix, the plaintext and key matrix will be leaked with probability 1. To solve this problem, this paper proposes an adaptive key update mechanism, as shown in Fig. 6 .
The mechanism triggers the key update function according to two conditional decisions: key update cycle T and number of key usage M . The key update cycle can be determined according to data sensitivity, access frequency and other conditions, we are not going to make a concrete analysis of that. This paper only analyzes the impact of key usage times on plaintext and key security, and gives a decision function and threshold.
It is found that when the key matrix is reused, F satisfies the third condition with a certain probability. It is assumed that all column vectors of matrix F are data with sparse degree k = m−1 and independent of each other; P f is the probability of the first n − m + 1 zero elements of column vector, and P F is the probability of the first n − m + 1 zero elements of at least m column vectors in F. Then:
In general, n m, so the probability P f is a very small number. From ''(16)'' we can further obtain:
As can be seen from ''(17)'', the probability P F is affected by M and increases as M increases. Therefore the key update decision function can be set to:
Assume that threshold = 1 2 is the decision threshold, that is, when f (M ) = P F > 1 2 , F satisfies the third condition, and then the plaintext and the key matrix can be obtained by attack.
If let m = 5, n = 10 (for the convenience of calculation, m and n take smaller values), then P f = 0.0048 from ''(15)'', and then deduced from ''(18)'', when f (M ) > 1 2 , M > 480, that is, when the key matrix is reused more than 480 times, The system must update the key to avoid blind separation attacks.
VI. THE ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION OF CS-BDCSS
From ''(13)'', the encryption key with the highest security level consists of 9 parts:
1 X 2 can be directly obtained by calculating the plaintext, and the remaining 8 matrices can be generated by the four matrix generators shown in Fig. 5 . Where, Gen1 generates ; Gen2 generates P R , P C , S r and S c ; Gen3 generates C r and C c ; Gen4 generates A p . 
The algorithm implementation process is described in Algorithm1-Algorithm4 respectively. Where, the key seed of inputs is generated and distributed by KMC, and the randomness of the algorithm is realized by Logistic mapping, and let the system parameter w = 4.
Seed1 consists of three parts: random number r , which is the initial value of Logistic mapping function; T is generated by KMC according to parameters m and n, used to control the number of iterations of Logistic mapping function; random number b (1 ≤ b ≤ T − m × n + 1), used to determine the starting position of the matrix in the sequence Z , as shown in lines 7 to 9 of Algorithm 1.
According to input seed2 and parameter m and n, Algorithm 2 can output both row substitution and column replacement two matrices at the same time. Where, seed2 contains six elements: (r R , r C ) is the initial value of Logistic mapping, (T PR , T PC ) is the number of iterations, (I R , I C ) is used to randomly determine row index and column index, as shown in line 6 and line 15. The basic idea of the algorithm is to obtain the final permutation matrix after several row exchanges (lines 5 to 13) and several column exchanges (lines 14 to 22) of the identity diagonal matrix according to randomly determined rows and columns.
Seed3 is similar to seed2, except that the parameters (b R , b C ) represent the starting positions of the random sequence selection, which are used to generate the diagonal elements of the row transformation matrix and the column transformation matrix, respectively. The parameters (b R , b C ) are determined by the parameters m, n and (T CR , T CC ) and satisfy certain conditions (shown in line 5), otherwise random sequences cannot be obtained.
Algorithm 4 obtains the final transformation matrix A P through several random row addition transformations of the identity diagonal matrix. Random row selection and transformation times are controlled by parameters b A and P in seed4 respectively (the implementation process is shown Algorithm 2 (Gen2): Generating a Random Permutation Matrix (P R , P C , S r , S c ) Input: seed2 = (r R , r C , T PR , T PC , I R , I C ), m, n Output: P R , P C 1: M (1) = m; M (2) = n; 2: for g = 1:2 3: P{g}=diag(ones(1,M (g))) ;pm=size(P{g});P0= P{g}; 
random_v ( in lines 4 to 6). For each transformation, matrix A0 adds randomly selected row to other rows (as shown in lines 9 to 13), and updates the values. After continuous P transformation, the final transformation matrix A P is obtained. From the description of Algorithms 1-4, the common part is the Logistic sequence generation process. For Gen1 algorithm, the complexity mainly depends on the complexity of Logistic sequence generation. Logistic sequence can be quickly generated in linear time, so Gen1 has linear time complexity O(T ). In Gen2, Gen3 and Gen4, the generated Logistic sequence is mainly used to provide the random single number and random sequence number required by the main algorithm. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm mainly comes from the complexity of the logistic generation and the main algorithm. The complexity of the algorithm is as follows:
It can be seen that all four generators have linear time complexity, which can efficiently and quickly generate the required matrix.
C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF KEY MATRIX
Assume that the transformation process of the key matrix is as follows:
For the permutation matrix S r and S c , after transformation, only the position of the elements in the changes, but in essence does not change the . Therefore, T ( ) can be simplified to T ( ) = A P C r C c . The matrix C r , C c and A P are used to realize the multiplication transformation and addition transformation of matrix . After transformation, the value of matrix will be changed. Especially when the value of diagonal elements of C r and C c are different or the value of parameter P is large, the element values of will change significantly and even change the properties of the original probability distribution. For example, satisfies the random Bernoulli distribution and is a uniform distribution of element values {−1, 1}. After T ( ) transform, the new matrix elements can take values on set {−c 11 , −c 22 , · · · , −c mm , c 11 , c 22 , · · · c mm } of at least 2m size (where m is the row number of matrix C r ). Due to the effect of A P , the values change further, and the uniformity of element distribution decreases, thereby affecting the accuracy of data reconstruction.
Let y = T ( ) x = A P C r C c x, y = C r C c x, then y = A P y , since the matrix A P is reversible, then y = A −1 P y . From this we can see that when the matrix A P and ciphertext y are known, we can decrypt y to get C r C c x. And C r C c satisfies RIP, so to decrypt and get plaintext data x, we can do two steps:
Step 1: The decryptor obtains the decryption matrix A P , T ( ) and the ciphertext data y , and performs A −1 P y and A −1 P T ( ) operations respectively to obtain the ciphertext y and the decryption matrix C r C c .
Step 2: According to y = C r C c x, execute the CS reconstruction algorithm, and we can reconstruct the plaintext data x.
VII. SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
The simulation experiments are carried out under the 8-core Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6700 CPU, 16GB RAM and 64bit Win7 operating system with the main frequency of 3.4 GHz. The images of ''AS-Etched-in-Snow'' and ''Lena'' with sizes of 640×640 and 512×512, respectively, were selected as experimental data. In the experimental process, the image is divided into 32×32 blocks, each block is regarded as input plaintext data, and the each block is encrypted and compressed. When decrypting, each block is decrypted first, and then the decrypted blocks are spliced to get the original image. In the stage of data sparse representation, dictionary and sparse coefficients are obtained by K-SVD algorithm and OMP (Orthogonal Matching Pursuit) algorithm; in the stage of decryption, using OMP algorithm to reconstruct data.
The experiments mainly examine the effectiveness and performance of the DCCRP encryption, the matrix generation of HSKMGS and the hierarchical encryption.
A. THE ENCRYPTION OF DCCRP
In this experiment, the images ''AS-Etched-in-Snow'' and ''Lena'' are divided into 400 and 256 blocks, respectively, according to the 32×32 size format. Each block is converted to vector data with a length of 1024, and all the blocks are recombined according to the DCCRP method. And running the Gen2 algorithm to generate random permutation matrices P R and P C , performing permutation encryption on the combined data, and the results are shown in Fig. 7 .
In the Fig. 7 , (a) and (d) are the data distribution of ''AS-Etched-in-Snow'' and ''Lena'' before divided, respectively; (b) and (e) are the data distribution after block reorganization; (c) and (f) are the data distribution after crossover random permutation. It can be clearly seen from the Fig.7 that the original data has changed significantly after random permutation, which indicates that DCCRP has a certain encryption effect. Through DCCRP encryption, some structural information of plaintext data can be hidden. 
B. MATRIX GENERATION AND HIERARCHICAL ENCRYPTION OF HSKMGS
This part mainly examines the data distribution of key matrix under different transformation matrices, and focuses on the comparison and analysis of the effect of hierarchical encryption and decryption.
1) DATA DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ENCRYPTION MATRIX
Enter the key seeds, set the number of measurements to m = 630, and the parameter P = 2 of the row addition transformation matrix. Generate the corresponding key matrix and transformation matrices by running Gen1, Gen2, Gen3 and Gen4. The main input parameters are set as shown in Table 2 .
The key matrix is set to four levels from low to high:
(elementary level), T 1 ( ) = S r S c (intermediate level), T 2 ( ) = C r S r S c C c (advanced level) and T 3 ( ) = A P C r S r S c C c (super level). The results are shown in Fig. 8 (a) to Fig.8 (d) .
It can be observed from Fig. 8 that as the encryption level increases, the value range of the generated key matrix elements increases from the original binary matrix (shown in figure 8 (a) ) to the multi-valued matrix (shown in figure 8 (d) ). The uniformity of the distribution of matrix elements decreases, and when the parameter P increases, the uniformity of the distribution decreases further, and infinitesimal and infinite values appear (shown in Fig. 9 ), which may cause the key matrix to become a singular matrix resulting in a decline in data refactoring.
2) ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT LEVELS
Using the key matrices , T 1 ( ), T 2 ( ) and T 3 ( ) generated above, we encrypt and decrypt the image ''Lena''.
Where, the number of measurements is m = 256, the compression rate Cr=0.25, the parameter P = 2, and the mean square error (MSE) is used to evaluate the encryption and decryption performance. The encryption and decryption results for different key levels are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig.11 , respectively.
From the analysis of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , we can draw the conclusion that data can be compressed and encrypted significantly by DCCRP and CS operation, and from the MSE between reconstructed data and original data, it can be seen that with the increase of encryption level, the MSE value increases, indicating that the more information lost after encryption.
C. THE QUALITY OF DATA DECRYPTION 1) THE INFLUENCE OF PARAMETER P ON THE QUALITY OF DECRYPTION
The matrix A P affects the decryption accuracy, and the parameter P is an important influencing factor of the matrix A P . Therefore, this part mainly examines the influence of the parameter P on the decryption accuracy. The experiment data is ''Lena'', the encryption strength is set to super level, set the number of measurements to m = 256, and P = 13, P = 15, P = 17, P = 19 are respectively performed for 4 experiments, and the decryption results are shown in Fig. 12 . Fig. 12 shows that with the increase of parameter P, mosaic effect appears in the decrypted image, decryption error increases exponentially, and decryption performance decreases sharply. 
2) THE INFLUENCE OF THE NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS ON THE QUALITY OF DECRYPTION
The number of measurements is an important parameter of CS encryption. On the one hand, it reflects the data compression ratio or encryption strength; and on the other hand, it greatly affects the data decryption quality. In order to examine the influence of the number of measurements on the quality of data decryption, in this paper, the MSE of decrypted data and original plaintext data of image ''Lena'' with different key levels is simulated with the change of measurement number m. The results are shown in Fig. 13 .
As can be seen from Fig. 13 , with the increase of the number of measurements m, the decrypted data and the original plaintext data MSE gradually decrease, that is, the decryption quality improves. When m = 300, MSE≈0, and we can obtain the decrypted data with high precision. At the same time, it can be observed that the higher the encryption level, the higher the MSE value, the lower the decryption quality under the condition of the same measurement number m. Where, the elementary level is close to the intermediate level, while the advanced level is close to the super level. With the increase of the parameter P value, as the key matrix becomes a multi-valued matrix, the encrypted data changes more space, that is, the encryption strength increases. At this time, more measurements are needed for high-accuracy decrypted data, as shown in Fig. 14 . 
VIII. CONCLUSION
In order to deal with big data's security storage problems, this paper proposes a CS-BDCSS solution based on security requirement analysis. A great deal of security design work has been carried out around this scheme, and the corresponding solutions have been proposed. The main contributions can be summarized as follows:
A. THE CS-BDCSS SYSTEM MODEL IS DESIGNED
Through the analysis of big data security storage requirements and the characteristics of CS algorithm model, the CS-BDCSS system model is designed, and the functional structure of the system is discussed in detail.
B. SECURITY ENHANCEMENT DESIGNS FOR TRADITIONAL CS ARE CARRIED OUT
Aiming at the vulnerability of traditional CS algorithm, security enhancement designs are carried out from three elements of the algorithm model: sparse data x, measurement matrix and measurement data y. For x, a DCCRP method is proposed, which implements the primary encryption of x by data combination, permutation, reverse conversion and so on. For , HSKMGS is proposed, and four matrix generators are designed and implemented. By using matrix generators, key matrices of different key space sizes can be generated according to the key seeds input, thus achieving the goal of hierarchical security protection for different levels of sensitive data; for y, the concept of pseudo-homomorphic encryption is proposed, and the pseudo-homomorphic property of the algorithm model proposed in this paper is proved, which can realize ciphertext-based computing, thus improving the efficiency of data analysis on the basis of security.
C. AN ADAPTIVE KEY UPDATE MECHANISM IS PROPOSED
By analyzing the preconditions of signal blind source separation, the possibility and satisfying conditions of CS being subjected to blind separation attack are studied. A threshold decision probability model is established for the system to be attacked by key reuse. Based on this model, an adaptive key update mechanism is designed, which can not only get rid of the difficulty of one-time encryption, but also reduce the pressure of key management and the security risk of key reuse.
D. A LOT OF SIMULATIONS HAVE BEEN CARRIED OUT
In this paper, a large number of simulations are carried out for the proposed scheme, and the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed scheme are verified from multiple directions.
